This unique biography book on famous naturalists will make you shiver: If you ever wonder why even great researchers did not get acknowledged, promoted and tenured, read this book. As a monument in time, it is of great value to the general public, to old and to young scientists alike. It is for that reason that I decided to present an English review of this book (as this great book currently only exists in German; Russian translation is planned by the book's author).
In this fascinating publication author E. Nowak presents us with a unique documentation on how politics overrule and interfere with (bird) science and conservation world-wide. Denial of jobs, rejected manuscripts and books, censorship, and personal tragedies are rather familiar to the 15 Germans, 14 Russians, 8 Polish, 2 French, 2 Koreans, as well as Austrian, English, Danish, Czech, Ukrainian, Bulgarian, Chinese, Indian and American scholars of natural history from the 19 th and 20 th centuries. The book index actually mentions over 700 individual researchers overall and they are directly related to the scholars described. Nowak knew virtually all of them personally, and many stories he compiled are tragic, some end on a somewhat positive note, but all basically tell a story of incredible endur ance, persistence, complexity and hard scientific labor; it's for the birds.
As the 432 pages tell us eloquently, even the most famous researchers experience removal from committees, from editorial jobs, and from publication and lecturing at universities. V. Wahl for instance, an inspiring ornithologist from Czechoslovakia, was simply exe cuted 60 years ago because his political opinion was just not "en vogue". Regular prison, war camps, gulags, concentration camps, as well as deaths, tragedies of family members, and suicides of many (bird) scholars and even Ph.D. students are listed in much detail.
The author, E. Nowak, cannot deny his distinctly Polish view when sharing with us his personal accounts of these individuals. But although this book describes mostly the Central European situation (Eastern European Communism, Nazi-Germany) it deals well with England, Korea, New Zealand and also with political giants and their regimes such as Russia, India and China. It captures world history.
Some of the core themes of this book might be G. Niethammer's pro-Nazi work (e.g., his infamous Observations of the Avifauna of Auschwitz), H. Kumerloeve's research career during the Third Reich and his continued support by the DFG ("Deutsche Forschungs Gemeinschaft"; the German Science Foundation) after the war, E. Schaefer's SS ("Sturmstaffel", Germany's infamous Interior Military Police during the Third Reich) support, and the East German H. Dathe's history with the NSDAP ("National Sozialistische Deutsche Arbeiter Partei"; Hitler's Nazi Party). The proud statement from Nobel Prize winner K. Lorenz "we Austrians are the best Nazis of all" might serve the reader as a representative impression of such details. Nowak presents us with the rhetorical question: can we really judge these historical situations and circumstances?
What excites me here is less the party membership issues of relevant ornithologists and scientists of the day, but much more the inherent cultural publication bias that comes with such and closely related scientific value-systems (e.g., stark nationalistic, white race, male and hierarchical world views in ornithology and beyond), and which are still slightly obvious to this very day (e.g., in the German Journal of Ornith ology; I also do not understand why the author does not criticize F. Tischler, for instance, nor the German DO-G Deutsche Ornithologen-Gesellschaft; Germany's ornithological society).
"Nerds with binoculars", such as ornithologists, always raise suspicion. Beyond R. Meinertzhagen and his suggested involvement in trying to rescue the Russia Tsar and his family, the notions of secret service and spying come up again and again in this book and form a chapter of its own. The infamous archives of the Stasi ("Staatssicherheit"; the security service of Eastern Germany using public informants and violating human rights) get cited quite a bit (e.g., in the case of E. Rutschke, H. Stubbe, W. Makatsch and H. Dathe). We learn in this book as well that the wellmaintained Archives of the Russian KGB/NKWD, another global heritage by now, have still much information to offer and can be expected to provide us with many surprises for years to come. Further, the book's author points out to us some corrections on Russian researchers regarding views presented in the standard reference by Flint and Rossolimo (1999) . This book is history in the making.
Myself, I found these 432 page to be a rather fascinating read, and my personal favorites are, by far, H. C. Johansen and B. K. Stegmann, or the fascinating lives of J. Delacourt, P. Pfeffer, K. Wodzicki, and the Jankowski family. Every naturalist should know about their achievements and life experiences. The book presents a foundation for ornithological textbooks, environmental history and "Wildlife 101" lectures. I am sure that the readers will for instance appreciate learning about Prof. . One really should disagree though with the value system Nowak frequently presents us with in the text: coming from a noble family is usually labelled as positive, hunting would be the accepted foundation for ornithology, being always well-behaved and soft-spoken is a must, being a tedious and obedient museum-based scholar is even better, working in a narrowly niched-in discipline is the norm, and always staying politically out of trouble would even be better. Such approaches to nature have not halted the global conservation crisis, though. It further sets the stage for a broken but entrenched peer-review system among buddies and insiders; not being performance-based nor embracing interdisciplinary approaches and harming global progress. Many national ornithological unions, trusts and societies still suffer from these very problems and have not moved on, virtually making global conservation problems worse, leaving their large potential unused.
This book further celebrates Old Boys Networks par excellence. However, many of the "Old Boys" were not short of devotion and publications either (E. Stresemann and N. Boew with over 700 publications, each; or G. P. Dementjew and N. Gladkow, who virtually took no week-ends and holidays) and many of them wrote landmark publications setting an odd foundation for a related bird and conservation culture to this very day.
Writing about other people's lives and tragedies requires skill, and is a major task and undertaking. Nowak masters this chore rather convincingly. However, constantly peeking in personal and governmental security archives and trying to find peculiar biographic details might be perceived by some as "Whistle-Blowing." One really would have wished this book would have provided us with insights into the German and other national academies of sciences, and their puppet-like strategies, involving political 180 degree changes throughout history and in recent times. That the so well-informed author politely ignores these things tells us at least something. This publication actually makes for an oral history book. But Nowak, despite his claim on the book jacket, does not really follow the established rules of this discipline. Instead, Nowak leads us into his own world of what he picked up along the way while working and meeting with people in his diplomatic, international and scientific career, and from seven years of his own specific research. Therefore, this book carries much entertaining gossip. Another rather interesting detail, but mentioned somewhat aside, is presented by the fact that many of the "big names" and people doing fieldwork are either divorced, or marry their field work partner. What also would make for an interesting modern study subject is whether the people Nowak describes have experienced a peculiar mother-father relationship.
Regardless, this book makes a must-read and reference in your book shelf. In times of globalization, it's a unique historical document opening up new ways of thinking about (museum) ornithologists and even conservationists. Young scientists will be interested learning about the years of anxiety researchers had to go through; only few got rich and all worked incredibly hard. Due to all the political pressures and when working with internationally migrating birds, some scientists can indeed be described as Top-Managers "dancing frequently on eggs" and around research and import permits (e.g., in the case of W. Makatsch). The almost bizarre lives of scientists working abroad and between countries are well covered (W. Beick, W. Graf Dzieduszycki, E. Rutschke, W. Makatsch, K. Wodzicki, N. A. Gladkow, besides others).
Nowak makes it a common statement to his readers that parents of the described scholars usually tried to stop their children from becoming ornithologists or biologists. In regimes that turned violent, the professional repressions, as well as career blockage due to political reasons, family background and ideology occurred frequently. This is often played through lack of acceptances and transfers, or forced withdrawals, of university degrees and promotions. Freedom of speech virtually did not exist. It is shown that becoming a party member was often a must for many scholars.
The book shows that people with a personal opinion and strong will were not wanted, and lost their job (e.g., in the case of A. B. Kistiakowskj). It is further shown that "informants" commonly occurred. Betrayals by colleagues, even for Nobel prize awards, get described several times. Often, it's not the censorship as such, but the colleagues themselves and "the faculty" that carried out the pre-screening on behalf of the government then in power.
Unfortunately, the major role the U.S. plays in science and conservation (e.g., via the CIA, FBI and through "modern" commercial and foreign policies) is basically omitted by the author. However, it is mentioned that the U.S. paid for the 1930s German expe-
